smart strips
Description
The GIA Smart Strip Set is a collection of energetically
entrained, flexible circles, strips, and patches that come
in three convenient sizes. Whether your body craves less
stress, more energy, better balance, or a greater state of
comfort, the GIA Smart Strips are the perfect solution for
people that care about the state of their energetic
wellness. GIA Smart Strips have been designed to
reinforce your body's natural energy field using our
patented ERT technology providing relief and energetic
support - simply and effectively.

Benefits
Energetically optimized with ERT to

An effective way to support your body's natural

reinforce your body's natural resilience

ability to alleviate stress & discomfort

to the effects of everyday stress

Less discomfort in the area of the body where

More flexibility & better range of

the Smart Strip is placed

motion

Size
Patch: 5.5 x 7.5"
Strip: 1.9 x 6.8"
Circle: 1.6"

Technology Used
Energy
Resonance
Technology (ERT)

Set Includes
(1) ERT-Charged Patch
(use for targeting large
areas of the body, e.g.
your back)
(1) ERT-Charged Strip
(Use for neck, arms,
legs, and more)
(3) ERT-Charged Circles
(use for pinpointing
specific areas of the
body)
(15) Smart Stix
(double-sided adhesive
stickers for
temporarily adhering
Smart Strips to your
body)

How to Use
1. Choose the appropriate size Smart
Strip for the area of your body you
would like to target
2. Peel one Smart Stix (or more
depending on size Smart Strip) from
paper backing to expose adhesive
3. Place the adhesive side of Smart Stix
on the non-logo'd side of your Smart
Strip
4. Peel the white paper from the exposed
side of the Smart Stix to expose the
adhesive
5. Apply the Smart Strip with the
adhesive side to the area that you
would like to target
6. When not in use, remove the Smart
Stix from the Smart Strips and store
in the original packaging

